Update the **Visto** firmware now for amazing performance!

**New graphic design**
New graphic interface and simplified access to its contents.

**Turbo Push!**
Push even faster and even more reliable, nothing will escape your control.

**Registration on Comelit Cloud**
Thanks to the Cloud storage function you can access the events saved in the Comelit cloud, at any time you want it, in complete safety and comfort.  
*N.B. Comelit offers you the cloud storage function for free until 31.12.2019!*

**Easy sharing**
From today it is even easier to share Visto with your loved ones, in a few simple steps you can configure the Visto App on their devices.

**App Fine Tuning**
- Improved basic performances
- Improved basic stability in iOS and Android
- Improved speed of push and access to content.

**Do not wait!**
To get all these new features, just follow these two simple steps:

1. Update the app to the latest version
2. Update the firmware

**Troubleshooting**
The firmware update will reset the device and unlock passwords to their default value "888888". If you changed them, you will need to reset them, using the default password "888888" as your current password.

If after the update VISTO is activated in Access Point mode, identifiable by the flashing blue LED, it will be necessary to proceed as follows:

1. from the VISTO APP Menu, select “New device connection”, then “VISTO WI-FI” and finally “NEW”, even if VISTO is already associated with the VISTO APP.
2. follow the WiFi pairing procedure by entering the parameters of your network.
3. at this point the VISTO APP will automatically recognise that the VISTO Device is already present and will end the configuration.